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SUSTAINABLE QUEENSLAND DAIRY PRODUCTION (FAIR MILK PRICE 
LOGOS) BILL 

Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (8.34 pm): I am the proud son of a dairy farmer. My dad, his 
dad and for a time my mother’s dad—before he became a coalminer—were dairy farmers. Milking cows, 
working on the farm, feeding calves and cleaning the dairy were activities that constituted daily work 
experience for me from the age of about six until I left home.  

I meet with many of our dairy farmers in the Beaudesert electorate on a regular basis. I know 
how hard they work. Smaller farms in our region might have only one person working on them, meaning 
no holidays, seven days a week work, milking twice a day in the morning and night and hard work 
fencing, planting, fixing machinery, branding or myriad other jobs in between. On freezing cold mornings 
and on 40-degree afternoons the milking goes on. Through cold and flu and other ailments I saw my 
father carry on and get the job done because that is what needed to be done with no sick leave and 
quite often nobody else to take his place. Larger operations of course have people employed to work 
on farms, but the flip side to this is that these dairy farmers often take on other businesses or off-farm 
employment to keep the money flowing. My dad left the industry in 2001 after a year of working for no 
profit. Our home town now has very few dairies left, although the Scenic Rim remains one of the largest, 
if not the largest, dairying areas in all of Queensland.  

I have the greatest amount of respect for all the hard work that our dairy farmers do. I learnt how 
to get my hands dirty, walk knee deep in cow waste and work hard on the farm. In my view it is a job 
like no other. Our dairy farmers are, to borrow a phrase, ‘legen-dairy’. That is why it makes me angry 
to see how our dairy farmers are treated. It makes me angry to see the blatant abuse of market power 
by retailers who hold our dairy farmers over a barrel. The $1-a-litre milk price is killing the livelihoods of 
farmers and, sadly, in some cases leads to terrible situations where farmers take their own lives—
entrapped by debt and cruel predatory practices by processors and retailers.  

All of us in this place should do everything we can to support farmers—all farmers. I have spoken 
so many times in this place about the impact of energy prices on our farms. In government we got 
Energex and Powerlink spending under control to stop the massive spikes in network charges that 
make up about half of every bill. We have announced that we will reinstate the agriculture and energy 
council to get farmers back to the table when talking about energy because energy prices are the major 
issue facing all rural industries and yet this government is rushing headlong towards policies that will 
only make that matter worse.  

The LNP has defended farmers’ rights to manage their own vegetation, which is so important for 
all rural landholders and farmers. We want our farmers to be able to make a living. For my part, I want 
our government and our community to buy from our local farmers wherever possible. In 2014 I spoke 
in this place on a bill very similar to that before us today. In that debate I clearly stated that what dairy 
farmers needed was to be paid more for their milk. It is the same now as it was in 2014. Let’s look at 
how this bill proposes to implement a fair milk mark.  
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The mark will be implemented on a voluntary basis by processors. An assessment determining 
the fair price for milk would need to be developed taking into account all the different types of farms 
across three designated regions. A design for the mark would need to be developed and the mark itself 
would need to be promoted throughout the state to ensure that consumers know what the milk mark 
means. All of this costs money, both to get things set up at first and also on an ongoing basis to set the 
fair milk price. No doubt these costs will be passed on to farmers that supply the milk to processors. 

Will this scheme guarantee a better price for dairy farmers’ milk? No. If adopted, will it cost 
farmers? Yes. Dairy farmers need to be paid more for their milk but the major problem here is the 75 per 
cent to 80 per cent concentration of retail power held by the retailers and their abuse of market power 
in dealing with milk processors and, by extension, farmers. Does anybody seriously think that retailers 
who have withstood six years of public pressure, government pressure and farmer pressure to abolish 
the $1-a-litre milk are going to all of a sudden turn around and agree to implement a fair milk mark being 
placed on their products with higher prices being paid to farmers on a voluntary basis? They could be 
doing this already if they wanted to. The bill really does not change anything because the fair milk mark 
will be a voluntary scheme.  

What we need to do is break the power of retailers, both by getting our competition laws right—
and the ACCC with teeth—and also by changing consumer behaviour and attitudes towards products 
like the $1-a-litre milk. Most of these issues need to be dealt with in the Commonwealth sphere, but we 
can all get behind the idea of supporting our local farmers. In my electorate, an area that encompasses 
over 10 per cent of Queensland dairies and about 15 per cent of total milk production in Queensland, 
we have a very prominent local brand of milk that is produced locally with local cows and is then 
processed, bottled and delivered directly from the farm to the shop.  

People know it is a local brand that is locally processed and owned by locals. It is marketed as 
the choice to make to support a couple of local farming families. Similarly, there are various other brands 
and processors around the state who are widely known to be local family brands or that support farmers 
from particular regions. They cost more than the $1-a-litre milk, but people support these brands 
because of the position they have taken in the market to support farmers. In effect, this is a fair milk 
mark in action through the development of local brands produced with local milk. This is being done 
voluntarily. They did it without a piece of legislation and it is being done without the minister determining 
what the fair price for milk is, which of course is going to vary from region to region and farm to farm. In 
a practical sense, this bill will do nothing to increase the price paid to farmers, and in fact it offers false 
hope to dairy farmers. I know that many dairy farmers are looking for assistance of any type, and I am 
always looking to work with farmers and their representative bodies to address issues they have, but 
we also need to be honest with people.  

I have considered deeply over a long period of time whether this bill or an amended version of 
the bill—where the mechanism for the government to determine what is a fair price for milk is removed—
could be implemented by the industry itself. If the dairy industry sees the value in implementing such a 
measure, they could no doubt implement the fair milk mark. It does not require an act of parliament. 
The bill itself sets up the voluntary nature of the logo, and in fact the industry adopting this itself provides 
a much more flexible approach because the industry can adopt the fair milk mark and other parts of the 
scheme in a fast, efficient and flexible manner. As most farmers appreciate, involving the government 
in anything related to agriculture—while starting well intentioned—can quite often lead to unintended 
consequences and unwanted intrusion into the operation of farms, not to mention higher costs of doing 
business.  

All that is needed for the industry to do this without any legislation is processors who are willing 
to put the mark on their products, which is the same scenario that would be faced by the industry if this 
bill became law. I would say to all farmers, the industry body and processors that, if you see the value 
in the fair milk mark, get together, develop the fair milk mark, set up the process for determining the fair 
milk price and get your processors on board to get it on the milk. Take it to the marketplace of all 
Queensland consumers to bring what dairy farmers need: dairy farmers being paid more for their milk.  

In closing, I note the announcement from the minister about $550,000 over three years being 
provided to the QDO for the implementation or development of a fair milk mark. Obviously, that sort of 
commitment is not something that the opposition is able to deliver; however, it is in line with discussions 
I have had with QDO officials in relation to the voluntary nature of the scheme, and I am pleased that 
the Queensland Dairyfarmers’ Organisation has had success in this endeavour dealing with the 
government. 
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